Sterile Drape

Pedigo disposable drapes are supplied by Polk Vocational Services (PVS) in North Carolina.
The organization is ISO-13485 (medical device) certified and is a world class supplier of quality
medical products.
PVS is a non-profit private corporation managed by an independent board of directors. 100%
of the production operation profits are returned to the organization and used in conjunction with
limited government funding to support the vocational services offering.
The purchase of the Pedigo disposable drape provides educational opportunities as well as
vocational training and employment opportunities to adults with disadvantages and disabilities.
Pedigo strongly believes all our products should be produced in the United States and in the
inherent quality, delivery and customer service advantages this strategy delivers. Pedigo is
commited to and firmly supports the mission of PVS.
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SPACE STATION DRAPE
The concept of the Space Station table is the ability to have one sterile surface over the top
of another sterile surface. This is accomplished effectively with a perfect fitting drape. In the
surgical environment, fit matters. That is why most surgery departments stock an expensive
inventory of implants, wound closure products, instruments, gloves, drapes, gowns, etc.
FIT MATTERS
The exact fit of the Pedigo drape on the top shelf of the Space Station table
along with the three Velcro tabs to secure the drape to the bottom of the top
shelf allow for both surfaces to be fully utilized. There is no bulging or blousing
of the drape over the lower tier of the table.
Velcro tab

STRENGTH MATTERS
The Space Station is used for the “big cases.” Large sterile containers of
instruments are placed on both surfaces of the table. The Pedigo drape is a
heavy duty drape with four layers of protection. There is a full adhesive bond
between each layer. The Pedigo drape is manufactured in the United States
and provides the highest level of protection on the market.
VISIBILITY MATTERS
The surface of the lower tier of the Space Station table measures 20 inches
deep. The Pedigo drape has a clear plastic backing at the back of the lower
tier. This plastic backing allows for light to pass through to increase visibility of
important surgical instruments and supplies.

Translucent

THE PEDIGO STORY
Pedigo Products Inc. is a family owned manufacturing company in business
for over 65 years. Pedigo employs 150 people at their 140,000 square foot
manufacturing facility in Washington state.
Pedigo supports all of the national group purchasing organizations. As well,
Pedigo works with all national and regional distributors to keep drapes in
stock as close to healthcare facilities as necessary.
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